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Disclaimer 

The information contained in this publication is subject to change without notice. Symantec Corporation 

makes no warranty of any kind with regard to this manual, including, but not limited to, the implied 

warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. Symantec Corporation shall not be 

liable for errors contained herein or for incidental or consequential damages in connection with the 

furnishing, performance, or use of this manual. 

 

Legal Notice 

Copyright © 2015 Symantec Corporation. All rights reserved. 

Symantec, Backup Exec, NetBackup, the Symantec Logo, and Desktop and Laptop Option are trademarks 

or registered trademarks of Symantec Software Corporation or its affiliates in the U.S. and other countries. 

Other names may be trademarks of their respective owners. 

 

Symantec Software Corporation 

350 Ellis Street 

Mountain View, CA 94043 

www.symantec.com 

 

Third-Party Legal Notices 

Certain third-party software may be distributed, embedded, or bundled with this Symantec product or 

recommended for use in connection with its installation and use. Such third-party software is separately 

licensed by its copyright holder. Licenses that govern the use of the third party software included in the 

Symantec product and proprietary notices of the copyright holders are listed in the Administrators Guide 

  

file:///C:/Users/m1001856/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.Outlook/4NF4335H/www.symantec.com
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1. Introduction 
The Symantec Desktop and Laptop Option (DLO) is an easy to use tool which provides automated file 

protection for desktops and laptops (collectively referred to as end-points). Protection is provided 

regardless of whether the computer is connected to the network (corporate or public) or offline.  

Symantec DLO provides continuous, non-intrusive backup of files in both, the corporate and public 

networks. When the desktop is not connected to the corporate network, files are backed up using the 

available internet connection. In case there is no available internet connection, files are backed up to a 

user data folder on the desktop. When the computer reconnects to the network, files are backed up from 

the local desktop user data folder to the designated network user data folder. 

This Best Practices Guide summarizes Symantec’s recommendations for planning and deploying Symantec 

DLO. For detailed information on using DLO, refer to the Symantec Desktop and Laptop Administrator’s 

Guide. 

To take full advantage of all the benefits that the application can bring to your organization, Symantec 

recommends that you perform the following tasks before implementing DLO: 

1. Determine the end-point backup requirements. 

2. Determine the most effective hardware configuration and storage requirements based on the size 

of your enterprise, the current network environment, IT resources, and backup requirements as 

well as the needs of the end users. 

3. Create Profiles to meet the different needs of particular user subgroups. For example, mobile 

users who back up their laptop computers through dial up connections usually have different 

needs than their colleagues on LAN-connected workstations. 

4. Roll out the Desktop Agents gradually. A gradual rollout normalizes the impact of the first backup 

over a greater period, while providing an opportunity to identify and resolve any issues that arise. 

 

Consider the following for effective DLO usage: 

1. Network capacity 

2. Number of users, and their mode of connectivity to the corporate network 

3. Frequency of backup 

4. Backup selection 

5. End user privileges on the Agent 
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DLO uses a policy-based configuration mechanism called a Profile to manage backups for groups of similar 

users. Desktop and Laptop users are assigned to a Profile in which the DLO administrator grants or restricts 

user rights to control data protection for an end-point. DLO provides default Profiles that can be 

customized to meet the needs of various user groups. 

The best practices provided in the following sections will ensure smooth operations when using Symantec 

DLO: 

 Determining Deployment Topology 

 Determining Hardware Requirements 

 Determining Software Requirements 

 Storage Sizing & Considerations for Choosing Fileserver 

 Determining Backup Requirements 

 Profile Setup 

 Desktop Agent Rollout 

 Administrator Management 

 Best Practices for Cloud Storage 

 

2. Determining Deployment Topology  
To arrive at a deployment topology, the following factors must be considered: 

1. Total number of sites (Data Centers, Head Quarters, Branch Offices, etc.) 

2. Total number of end-points in each site and physical location of the Agents in relation to the 

servers 

3. Connectivity of the end-points (LAN, WAN, Link Speed, etc.) 

Different types of topologies 

Depending on the above factors, we can deduce the following topologies. 

1. Single Site with Single Administration Server 

2. Single Site with Multiple Administration Server 

3. Multiple Sites with Centralized Administration Server 

4. Multiple Sites with Independent Administration Server 
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2.1 Single Site with Single Administration Server 
This topology is applicable when ‘all or most of the end-points’ and ‘DLO Servers’ can be co-located in-

terms of high speed connectivity between them, preferably in a LAN. 

 

In this topology, a single DLO Administration Server will handle all the end-points in the site with all 

other servers including the file servers in one place. This topology is easy to administer. 

2.2 Single Site with Multiple Administration Servers 
One DLO Administration Server will be able to handle a maximum of 16000 users. If there is a requirement 

to support more than the supported number of users, then the users should be grouped into logical sites 

handled by independent DLO Administration Servers. 

2.3 Multiple Sites with Centralized Administration Server 
This topology is applicable when relatively smaller numbers of users are spread across multiple sites. 

This topology can be classified into two categories based on the network connectivity speed between 

the “centrally located servers” and the sites. 

1. Category 1: All sites are connected to the central office by high-speed connectivity that matches 

or exceeds the speed of a LAN. 

2. Category 2: One or more sites are connected to the central office by low-speed connectivity 

links. 

In the first category, all DLO servers including the storage can be kept safely and managed at the central 

site. The only concern with this setup would be the amount of traffic that goes through WAN. 
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In the second category, all DLO servers can be kept in the central office, except for the storage. Since there 

is going to be a lot of IO involved during the backup process, it is advised to keep the storage local to each 

site. Since the storage is kept in each site, the Dedupe Storage Location(s) configured to a site specific 

Dedupe Storage Pool should also be configured in each site. Only site level deduplication can be achieved 

using this configuration, because of the site specific Dedupe Storage Pool.  

 

Note: Sites connected to central office with high speed links could be configured similar to the first 
option. 
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2.4 Multiple Sites with Independent Administration 
This topology is applicable when the users are spread across multiple sites, with each site having 

relatively more number of users. 

In this case, each independent site can be configured in the same manner as “Single Site with Single 

Administration Server.” 

 

Centralized vs. Distributed Administration Servers 

The following table provides additional information: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Pros Cons 

 

Centralized 

Single point of management and 

configuration 

Single DLO database for backup and 

disaster recovery purposes. 

 Global Deduplication 

 

May require traffic over WANs for agent 

updates, loading and saving configuration 

settings, periodic Agent status updates, and 

alert data 

 

Distributed 

Isolates administrative traffic to the 

local network 

Provides local, independent control 

No centralized management of DLO users 

and Profiles 

No Global Deduplication 
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3. Determining Hardware Requirements 
Symantec DLO is designed with the flexibility to operate on networks with a variety of structures. 

However, some factors that affect DLO efficiency and performance should be considered in the planning 

process for DLO. 

Symantec DLO has the following components: 

1. Administration Server: Moderately loaded component 

2. Administration Console: On demand GUI 

3. Maintenance Server: IO and CPU intensive 

4. Database: IO and CPU intensive 

5. Dedupe Server (DLO7.5 & above): CPU intensive & can leverage on multiple cores/processors. 

6. File Server: IO intensive, CPU load is based on the Network Speed. 

7. Edge Server: Apache Web server used for Front-Ending Application Servers 

8. IO Server: Service hosted on Tomcat Web server 

All these components can be installed independently in individual servers or they can be installed in the 

same server as well. Installing all the components in one server configured consciously is easy to 

administer. Having the Dedupe Server and the database in the same server machine is surely 

advantageous for the DLO performance 

Server hardware budgeting should be done considering the IO and CPU requirements of each of the 

components in each logical site controlled by the Administration Server. 

 

Hardware Specification for All-In-One Setup (Administration Server, Maintenance Server, Database, 

Dedupe Server) (Excludes Edge Server and IO Server): 

Users <=1000 <=4000 <=8000 <=16000 

CPU 64 Bit Quad Core 
Xeon 

64 Bit 6 Core Xeon 64 Bit 8 Core Xeon 64 Bit 16 Core 
Xeon 

RAM 8 GB 12 GB 16 GB 32 GB 
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Hardware Specification for All-In-One Setup (Administration Server, Maintenance Server, Database, 

Dedupe Server, Edge Server, IO Server): 

Users <=1000 <=4000 <=8000 <=16000 

CPU 64 Bit Quad Core 

Xeon 

64 Bit 8 Core Xeon 64 Bit 16 Core Xeon 64 Bit 32 Core 

Xeon 

RAM 12 GB 32 GB 48 GB 96 GB 

 

Hardware Specification for Administration Server/Maintenance Server: 

Users <=1000 <=4000 <=8000 <=16000 

CPU 32/64 Bit Dual 

Core Xeon 

32/64 Bit Dual 

Core Xeon 

32/64 Bit Dual 

Core Xeon 

32/64 Bit Dual 

Core Xeon 

RAM 8 GB 8 GB 8 GB 16 GB 

 

Hardware Specification for Dedupe Server: 

Users <=1000 <=4000 <=8000 <=16000 

CPU 64 Bit Dual Core 

Xeon 

64 Bit Quad Core 

Xeon 

64 Bit 8 Core Xeon 64 Bit 16 Core 

Xeon 

RAM 8 GB 8 GB 12 GB 16 GB 

 

Hardware Specification for Database Server: 

Users <=1000 <=4000 <=8000 <=16000 

CPU 64 Bit Dual Core 

Xeon 

64 Bit Quad Core 

Xeon 

64 Bit 8 Core Xeon 64 Bit 16 Core 

Xeon 

RAM 8 GB 8 GB 12 GB 16 GB 
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Hardware Specification for Edge Server: 

Users <=1000 <=4000 <=8000 <=16000 

CPU 64 Bit Quad Core 

Xeon 

64 Bit Quad Core 

Xeon 

64 Bit Quad Core 

Xeon 

64 Bit 8 Core 

Xeon 

RAM 4 GB 4 GB 4 GB 8 GB 

 

Hardware Specification for IO Server: 

Users <=1000 <=4000 <=8000 <=16000 

CPU 64 Bit Quad Core 

Xeon 

64 Bit Quad Core 

Xeon 

64 Bit 8 Core Xeon 64 Bit 16 Core 

Xeon 

RAM 4 GB 16 GB 32 GB 64 GB 

 

Note:  

1. Multiple IO Servers can be configured based on the Number of roaming Users & Hardware availability.  

2. The user count mentioned for Edge & IO servers are the expected no .of roaming users. 

3. File server(s) configuration and count should be decided based on the number of users, amount of 

storage space required, and the concurrent access supported. For more information, refer to the section 

Choosing File Server. 
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4. Determining Software Requirements 
We recommend that you take a mandatory decision to select the SQL Server Database Edition. 

By default, DLO uses its own SQL Server Express instance. However, DLO can be manually configured to 

use other editions of SQL Server. The reason why you need to manually configure a non-express edition 

of database can be inferred from the following comparison chart. 

Comparing SQL Express and SQL Server 

 Pros Cons 

SQL Express Free 

 

The number of concurrent connections to the 

database is limited, resulting in slower I/O to the 

database under load. 

Maximum database size supported is 10 GB and is 

sufficient only for 8 TB of deduped backups.  

Cannot take advantage of the given hardware 

resources and scale.  

SQL Server 

Non Express 
Can scale for the given 

hardware and 

supported any amount 

of deduped backups.  

Requires some manual configuration for DLO to 

work with SQL Server 

Cost, however you do not need to purchase a SQL 

Server client license for each Desktop Agent. 

 

Regarding Server Certificates - The default installation of Edge Server comes with self-signed SSL 

certificate. However it is recommended to use SSL certificate issued by a trusted Certificate Authority. For 

more details on Server certificates refer to Symantec Desktop and Laptop Administrator's Guide. 

 

In case of any certificate push from admin server, it is recommended to push the certificate before 

installing the clients. If the admin wants to push the certificate (any new CA cert. or Self signed cert.) after 

installing the clients, then ensure that the certificate is pushed when the clients are operating in LAN as 

certificate changes won't get reflected on the clients which are operating outside corporate network. 

 

For those clients operating in BOI the user has to manually download the Edgeserver.ini and server 

certificate by using ‘Server Certificate’ option from web restore page. They can then replace the 

downloaded files in the DLO Agent install path for clients to work in BOI. 
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5. Storage Sizing  
You can calculate the storage sizing requirements for Dedupe Storage Location, NUDF, Dedupe database, 

and the total data that these components can back up. 

Please use the spreadsheet Symantec DLO_8.0_Storage_Estimation_Tool.xlsx that is available along with 

this document to calculate the storage sizing requirements. 

Symantec 
DLO_8.0_Sizing Calculator.xlsx

  

Storage Estimation 
Tool User Guide.pdf

 

6. Choosing File Server 
The server configuration will be in part, based on the number of users as well as the amount and type of 

data backed up. 

The number of desktop computers backing up to the server at a time affects the efficiency of backup. In 

an environment where there are very large numbers of desktop computers in one location, it is important 

to size the file server appropriately, and it may be advantageous to install more than one file server.  

Bus Architecture 

High I/O throughput is a key factor in designing a DLO file server. A server with PCI/X or PCI-Express bus is 

recommended. The network controller and disk controller should be on this bus and not on the legacy PCI 

bus. 

RAID 

DLO puts very high file write demands on the file server, which can significantly affect a RAID controller. 

The RAID controller should be an intelligent controller with parity generation on the controller and not a 

host based controller with the server CPU used for parity generation. Parity RAID levels (3, 4, 5) are not 

recommended for write-intensive applications, but may be selected due to cost. RAID 10 will give 

significantly better performance. 

Memory (Windows File Servers) 

More memory is always better. A minimum of 4GB should be considered.  

 

  




Symantec DLO 8.0 Storage Estimation Tool Guide 
 


This user guide should be strictly referred while using the Symantec DLO 8.0 Storage Estimation Tool. 


Input parameters description 
 


Input variable Description Example 


Number of years – plan period Number of years one wishes to plan the 
Storage Estimate for 


5 years 


Number of users The total number of users 100 users 


YoY User growth rate Expected growth rate of the number of users 
per year 


10 % 


Data size per user Enter the average Data size to be backed up 
per user 


15 GB 


YoY Data growth rate Expected growth rate of the average data size 
per user 


10% 


Percentage duplicates in Data Approximate percentage of duplicate data 20 % 


Percentage of pst size in overall 
data 


Percentage of pst size in overall data 
60 % 


Estimation Buffer Additional store size(as percentage of total 
size) added as buffer 


10 % 


Site bandwidth to main server 
 


Maximum bandwidth which is supported by 
the site  


30 Mbps 


Data Center bandwidth Maximum bandwidth at data center 1024 Mbps 


 


Default Input values 
 


Input variable Description Default Value 


Changing non pst data Approximate percentage of non pst data 
which changes over time  


10% 


Number of backup revisions Maximum number of revisions of a file need 
to be kept at storage 


3 


Percentage of attachment size 
in PST 


Approximate percentage of attachment size 
in the overall pst data 


70% 


 


  







Output description 
 


Output Values Description Example 


Total Size of Backup Data Total amount of data to be backed-up 
ultimately 


1.41 TB 


Required bandwidth for 
incremental backups 


Bandwidth required for incremental (delta) 
backup in case of any file change, after the 
seed backup has already been taken 


1.138 Mbps 


Total IOPS Total Input Output operations per second 
considering both the server and client 


655.36 
operations/second 


 


Other Details 


 
Output values Description Example 


DLO Storage Total backup store size including modified file 
backup for all users and size of the PST files 
with Delta for all users 


364.4 GB 


Dedupe Storage Chunk store size for normal file backup data 
and attachment file backup data for all users 
(for one revision) 


1081.97 GB 


Dedupe Database Size Typically chosen as 0.2% of the Dedupe 
Storage 


2.16 GB 


Absolute Dedupe Ratio Ratio of Total backup size for all users and 
dedupe backup size for all users; Denotes the 
overall ratio in which data was finally 
compressed 


1.55 


Absolute Bandwidth & Storage 
Savings % 


Total savings owing to the overall 
compression of the data including both 
normal & pst files (i.e. Total data to be backed 
up (normal + pst files) vs. data to be backed 
up after deduplication) 


41.4 % 


Traditional Backup Size Total backup size the data would have 
required for all users and revisions without 
considering any compression or deduplication 
etc. It does not consider the proportion of pst 
or normal files. 


5.48 TB 


Savings against traditional 
backup size % 


Aggregate savings of the total backup data 
size with respect to the traditional backup 
size 


74.18 % 


 


 
 







Calculation 
 


Single site configuration 


 


Figure 1 


Storage Calculation: 
Enter all the inputs as asked for in the ‘Site input parameters’ section as shown in the figure 1. The final 


result is displayed on the Results section as shown in figure 2. This backup data size refers to the final 


storage in terabytes required after taking into consideration DLO storage savings. Further details related 


to storage benefits are listed in the second tab ‘Details’ under the ‘Storage benefits’ section. The storage 


trend analysis can be seen in the ‘Analysis’ tab which shows the storage benefit by comparing the 


traditional backup size required vs DLO storage.  


 


Figure 2 


Bandwidth requirement Calculation: 


Enter all the inputs as asked for in the ‘Site input parameters’ section as shown in figure 1. The final 


result is displayed on the Results section as in figure 3. This bandwidth requirement refers to the 


bandwidth required in Mbps during incremental backup of the data. In the ‘Details’ tab, the bandwidth 


required for first time full backup of the data is also displayed in addition to the appropriate 


recommendation.  


 


Figure 3 


IOPS calculation: 







After entering all the inputs as in figure 1, the final Input/ Output operations per second required is 


displayed in the results section (as in figure 4), taking into consideration the site bandwidth as well as 


the data center bandwidth. 


 


Figure 4 


 


Multiple site configuration 


 


Figure 5 


                                                                                 


IOPS Calculation 


In case of multiple site configuration, the IOPS value will not be additive. A sample configuration of 


multiple sites is provided in the above figure 5. 


Another input table is provided for carrying out this calculation. The input required will be the number 


of users and the site bandwidth (in Mbps) at each of the sites as shown in figure 6. Maximum number of 


sites as of now in the calculator is kept 10. 


 







 


Figure 6 


The final IOPS value is shown at the same column i.e. the IOPS heading under Results section, as in case 


of single site case (figure 4). 
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Storage





		INPUT DESCRIPTION		Input Value		Range/Metric

		(Enter input values in the orange boxes)										Total Size of Backup Data		27.61		TB

		Number of years - plan period		5		Years > 0

		No of users - CAGR projected		1611

		Number of users		1000		No > 0

		YOY user growth rate		10%		0% - 100%

		Data size per user  - CAGR projected		33		GBs > 0

		Data size per user 		20		GBs > 0

		YOY data growth rate 		10%		0% - 100%						Required Bandwidth for incremental backups		25.20		Mbps

		Percentage duplicates in Data		50%		0% - 100%

		No of  backup revisions 		3		No > 1

		Normal file compression factor (enter N for N:1)		1.25		1.25

		PST Compression factor (enter N for N:1)		1.24		1.24

		Deduped PST Compression factor (enter N for N:1)		8.87		8.87

		Changing non pst data		10%		0% - 100%

		Percentage of PST size in overall data		70%		0% - 100%

		% of Attachment size in PST		70%		0% - 100%

		Estimation Buffer		10%		0% - 100%

		Site bandwidth to main server		30		Mbps > 0

		Data Center Bandwidth 		1024		Mbps > 0						Total IOPS		655		Operations/sec



		CALCULATIONS



		Data insight/user



		PST size in overall data		23.1

		Non attachment part in PST		6.93

		Attachment Size		16.17

		Normal file size		9.9

		Changing nomal file size		0.99

		Total backup size (files + pst)		33



		Nomal backup calculation/User



		Enable Compression		0

		File compression ratio in effect		1

		PST compression ratio in effect		1

		Avg compression ratio		1

		Unmodified backup size

Rajesh: Rajesh:
PSTs are assumed to be changing anyways - hence directly minus the pst %		29.7

		Modified backup size/per revision		3.3

		Modified file backup size/user

Rajesh: Rajesh:
Changing data * No of revisions		9.9

		Total backup size/user		39.60

		Total backup size for all users		63795.60



		Normal backup size for all users (same unit that was used for data size per user)		63,795.60		BS



		Deduped backup calculation



		Duplicate normal file data (all users) - 1st base		4.95		TEMP

		Non Duplicate Nomal file data (all users) - 1st base		7,974.45		TEMP

		Compress normal file data (all users) - 1st base		6,383.52		CS

		Worstcase modified file backup size (all users)

Rajesh: Rajesh:
All revs in NUDF are changed ones, initial deduped rev is gone		

Rajesh: Rajesh:
PSTs are assumed to be changing anyways - hence directly minus the pst %		

Rajesh: Rajesh:
Changing data * No of revisions		4,784.67		TEMP

		Compressed worstcase modified file backup size (all users)		3,827.74		BS



		Duplicate attachment backup size (all users)		8.09		TEMP

		Non duplicate attachment backup size (all users)		13,024.94		TEMP

		Compressed attachment backup size (all users)		10,426.42		CS

		Size of PST in NUDF without DELTA		12,586.51		TEMP

		Size of PST in NUDF with DELTA 		5,034.60		TEMP

		Chosen size among the above two options		5,034.60		BS

		Deduped backup size for all users  without derisk provisioning		25,672.27		TEMP



		Deduped backup size for all users  (same unit that was used for data size per user) - with derisking		28,239.50		BS+CS



		Backup Store Size Calculation



		Backup Store Size for Normal Files		3,827.74

		Backup Store Size for PST Files		5,034.60

		Total Backup Store Size		9748.57



		Chunk Store Size Calculation



		Chunk Store Size for Normal Files		6383.52

		Chunk Store Size for Attachments		10426.42

		Total Chunk Store Size		18490.93



		Cross Check		OK





		TEMP RESULTS



		Dedupe Ratio		2.26		TEMP

		Bandwidth & Storage Savings in DLO (x 100%)		0.60		TEMP





		RESULTS



		No of years being planned for		5.00		Years



		Projected number of users		1,611		Users



		Projected data size/user		33		GB



		Backup Store Size		9,748.57		GB



		Chunk Store Size		18,490.93		GB



		Dedupe Database Size		36.98		GB



		Total Size of Backup Data		28,276.48		GB



		Total Size of Backup Data		27.61		TB



		Absolute Dedupe Ratio 		2.26		X:1



		Absolute Bandwidth & Storage Savings 		38,123.33		GB



		Absolute Bandwidth & Storage Savings %		59.76%		0% - 100%



		Traditional Backup Size		159,489.00		GB



		Dedupe Ratio (Ref. Traditional Backup)		5.64		X:1



		Savings Against Traditional Backup Size%_Place Holder		82.27%

		Savings Against Traditional Backup Size%		82.27%		%



		Required Bandwidth in Mbps for Seeding		2520.3		Mbps



		Maximum clients that can go in parallel for the given bandwidth (assuming full bandwidth usage)		31		Clients



		Required Bandwidth in Mbps for incremental backups		25.203		Mbps



		DLO Block Size		204800		Byte

		Client Bandwidth Bytes/second		3932160

		File Server Bandwidth Bytes/second		134217728

		Overall Client IOPS		19200

		Server IOPS		655.36



		Total IOPS		655.36		Operations/sec



		In case of multiple sites, enter the number of users and site bandwidth for IOPS

		Sites		Number of Users		Site Bandwidth (Mbps)		Client IOPS

								0

		Site 1						0

		Site 2						0

		Site 3						0

		Site 4						0

		Site 5						0

		Site 6						0

		Site 7						0

		Site 8						0

		Site 9						0

		Site 10						0













Site Input Parameters 

Results

Backup Data Size

Bandwidth

IOPS



Details





		DLO Storage		9,748.57		GB				For first time full back up						2520.3		 Mbps 		is required

		Dedupe Storage		18,490.93		GB				 for backup to complete in 24 hours

		Dedupe Database Size		36.98		GB

		Absolute Dedupe Ratio		2.26		X:1

		Absolute Bandwidth & Storage Savings %		59.76%		%				Recommendation:

		Traditional Backup Size		155.75		TB				Given the site bandwidth maximum								31		clients

		Savings Against Traditional Backup Size%		82.27%		%				can get backed up in parallel assuming full bandwidth usage







Other Details

Storage Benefits

Network Estimate



Analysis



																																																																																																																

				Year		0		1		2		3		4		5																																																																																								

				Users		1000		1100		1210		1331		1465		1611																																																																																								

				Data Size		20		22		25		27		30		33																																																																																								

				DLO		10.39		12.57		15.71		18.67		22.83		27.61																																																																																								

				Traditional backup size		58.59		70.90		88.62		105.28		128.76		155.75																																																																																								

				Bandwidth required		9.48		11.47		14.34		17.04		20.84		25.20																																																																																								



DLO vs Traditional backup size



DLO	

0	1	2	3	4	5	10.390915221656568	12.572259127735698	15.714473579591498	18.667876256070322	22.829291357754371	27.613753214300313	Traditional backup size	

0	1	2	3	4	5	58.59375	70.8984375	88.623046875	105.2841796875	128.759765625	155.7509765625	Number of Years





Data Size (TB)









Users and Data size over years



Users	

0	1	2	3	4	5	1000	1100	1210	1331	1465	1611	Data Size	

0	1	2	3	4	5	20	22	25	27	30	33	Number of Users





Number of Years





Data Size (GB)
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7. Determine Backup Requirements 
To determine organizational & user requirements for desktop and laptop backups, consider the following: 

7.1 Profile Configuration 

 How can users be grouped to take advantage of common characteristics? For example, users working 

with vital technical or regulatory information that is constantly changing may require more frequent 

backups than users who do not work with critical data. 

 What is the quantity of data to be stored? 

 What type of data do you want to protect? Will it be specific file type such as .doc or .pdf, specific 

folders, or a combination of both? 

 What data should be excluded from backups? 

 How many versions of each file should be retained? 

 How frequently do you want to back up user data? Will backups be scheduled or will they be 

performed as files change? 

 How do you want to backup (full backup/delta backups)? 

 Do you want separate profile settings for BOI Enabled Users? 

 Do you want the users to download the data through Web/Mobile App restore? 

The answers to the questions above will guide decisions regarding hardware and network configuration 

as well as determining how Profiles will be designed to customize backups. The most successful large 

deployments of DLO use a pilot process to determine backup requirements. 

7.2 Profile Setup 
DLO uses Profiles to configure the settings of a group of similar users. The DLO administrator can 

customize the backup environment of the Profiles. The DLO administrator can assign users to Profiles 

automatically based on their domain and group, or can assign individual end-point users to Profiles.  

DLO  

 Modifications to a Profile or a backup selection will enable users of that Profile or backup selection 

to cancel jobs, load settings, restart backup engines, and scan their backup selection tree.  

 The Profile should be configured to only back up user documents and not the entire machine.  

 To minimize network bandwidth issues, define the Backup and Restore Throttling settings. 
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Determining What to Back up 

 DLO uses backup selections in each Profile to specify which folders will be backed up. Include and 

exclude filters are added to further categorize which files and subfolders within the specified folder 

will be backed up.  

The following are the two types of excludes: 

 Global Excludes are specified by the administrator in the DLO Administration Console and apply 

to every backup selection. Files and folders specified in a Global Exclude are never backed up.  

 “Backup Selection Excludes” applies only to the specific Backup Selection in which they are 

created.  

 Excludes always take precedence over includes. For example, if you have a backup selection for 

the C:\Data directory, but exclude the C:\Data\junk folder in the same backup selection, nothing 

will be backed up in the C:\Data\junk folder, even if some files match a specified include.  

Note: DLO performance is directly related to the speed of the network and disk attached to the media 

servers. For more information on the recommended bandwidth and number of clients that can be backed 

up in parallel refer to the Symantec DLO_8.0_Storage_Estimation_Tool.xlsx mentioned in section on 

Storage Sizing. 

7.3 Backup Strategies 
Two options are available for Includes and Excludes in each Backup Selection: the “include-only” strategy 

and “everything-but” strategy.  

 

Include-only strategy (recommended) 

When you select the “Include and exclude only the items listed below” option in the backup selection, you 

create a custom list of file types that will be included or excluded. If no includes are specified when the 

backup selection is created, a “*” include is added, and all files that are not specifically excluded are 

backed up. If a specific include is later specified, the default “*” selection is removed, and only those files 

or folders specifically included are backed up. 

For example, if you create a backup selection for C:\Data and select the “Include and exclude only the 

items listed below” option, but you do not provide any specific includes, all files not specifically excluded 

by the backup selection or Global Excludes will be backed up. If you later add an “include,” such as *.doc, 

then only the *.doc files will be backed up. 

Use this option in the following scenarios: 

 You want to tailor the scope of backups to meet specific organizational needs 

 You need to specifically target the backup scope to reduce the amount of data backed up  

Users may store data in nonstandard locations or outside the selected backup area. This option may be 

considered when the data is adequately protected by the defined backup scope.  
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Everything-but strategy 

When you select the “Include all file types” option in the backup selection, all files in the selected folder 

are backed up unless the file type is specifically excluded in the global exclude list. 

Use this option in the following scenarios: 

 File types and locations will vary across your environment. 

 You have little control over the desktop environment. 

 You want to protect all data, even if it increases costs and storage requirements. 

The broad scope of backups may require significant storage space. To determine what files to exclude, 

look at the pending files during backup, or evaluate what is taking up space in the network and desktop 

user data folders, which can help refine the “excludes.” For determining when to back up, Symantec 

recommends you use a continuous backup schedule. This keeps your files protected as they change and 

provides the maximum level of protection. This schedule also reduces the load on your network and media 

server by spreading out backups throughout the workday. However, if you choose to use a scheduled 

backup mode, make sure to consider the amount of changed data that will be sent to your backup 

destinations simultaneously. Creating several Profiles with staggered scheduled backup times will help 

reduce the load on your media server. 

7.4 Determine When to Back up Data 
Symantec recommends you use a continuous backup schedule. This ensures your files are protected as 

they change and provides the maximum level of protection. This schedule also reduces load on your 

network and Administration servers by spreading out backups throughout the workday. 

However, if you choose to use a scheduled backup mode, be sure to consider the amount of changed data 

that will be sent to your Backup Destinations at or near the same time. Creating several Profiles with 

staggered scheduled backup times will help reduce load on your administration server. 

7.5 BOI Backup Strategy 
Once DLO is upgraded to DLO 8.0, in cases where the existing profile is MAPI/Non MAPI enabled in earlier 

versions of DLO, and if you are enabling BOI for those profiles, then it is advised to back up the PST’s when 

the clients are connected to LAN, because if the profile is BOI enabled, VSS PST backups will be enabled 

by Default and as a result full PST backups would get re-triggered for PST’s which were already backed up. 

This will lead to significant amount of data transfers over the internet.  

Due to the huge size of files during the Initial full backup, it is recommended to be over the corporate 

network than using BOI.  For seamless backups over the internet, apart from the hardware configuration, 

the administrator may also need to take into consideration the bandwidth that is available on the server 

side. 
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8. Default Global Excludes 
By default, the following file types and folders are excluded from all backups through the Global Excludes 

feature. 

Default Global Excludes 

Filter Applies to 

 
*.dat.log 

 

Files 
 
*.ost 

 

Files 

 

 

 
*~*.tmp 

 

Files 

 
 
System Volume Information 

 

Folders 
 
thumbs.db 

 

Files 
 
~*.doc 

 

Files 
 
~*.tmp 

 

Files 

 

9. Desktop Agent Rollout 
When DLO needs to be provided to a large number of desktop users, it is best to roll out the Desktop 

Agent incrementally to reduce the impact on network and file servers. A small pilot deployment can 

accomplish this task while also providing an opportunity to refine the backup strategy and Profile settings. 

For example, if you are deploying 1000 Desktop Agents, start with 15 users. Analyze the backup results 

and customize the Backup Selections if required. Deploy 100 users per week to reduce the impact of initial 

backups on the network. 

9.1 Installing the Desktop Agent 
The Desktop Agent is installed on each desktop computer by running the Desktop Agent install set. You 

can deploy the software in several ways. The following table lists the deployment options. 
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  Desktop Agent Deployment Methods 

Deployment Method Description 

Push Install A push install is available for Symantec DLO using the Symantec DLO 
installer. This option is not available for NetBackup DLO. 

Logon scripts Create a logon script to automatically install the Desktop Agent on 
selected computers. 

Microsoft Systems 
Management Server (SMS) 

Use this automated system to distribute the Desktop Agent install set 
to the desktop computers, which then initiate the installation. For 
more information about SMS, refer to your Microsoft documentation. 

Command Line Upgrade Administrator has option to Upgrade the clients through Command 
line or Select all the users from Users tab in DLO Console and choose 
Upgrade User. 

Right Click Upgrade Administrator can select all the users from Users tab in DLO Console 
and choose Upgrade User. 

Roaming Users First time users who are not in Corporate network or the users who 
haven’t upgraded to the Latest versions, can download and install the 
DLO Agent folder by logging into DLO Web Restore URL. 

 

Note:  Desktop Agent users are assigned to a specific server during the Desktop Agent installation. If 

DLO is deployed using multiple Administration Servers, then install the Desktop Agents using the Install 

set from the appropriate server. 

9.2 Desktop Agent Command-Line Installation Options 
The Desktop Agent installation can be customized to run silently, or to display a basic user interface that 

does not allow the user to cancel the installation. This task is accomplished by modifying the SETUP.INI 

file in the DLO Agent setup directory. In the SETUP.INI file there is a value called CmdLine that starts with 

a /qf. Change the /qf as shown below: 

 

Desktop Agent Command-Line Installation Options 

/qf Option Result 

/qn Silent installation 

Note: For a completely silent install, run the “setup.exe /s” after modifying the 

SETUP.INI file. 

/qb! Basic user interface displayed. There is no Cancel button. 
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Examples: 

For a silent installation, edit CmdLine in the SETUP.INI file as follows: 

Original: 

CmdLine=/qf DEFAULTMEDIASERVER=”Desktop3” LAUNCHCLIENT=”1” /l*v 

“%TEMP%\DLOAgentInstall.log” 

Modified: 

CmdLine=/qn DEFAULTMEDIASERVER=”Desktop3” LAUNCHCLIENT=”1” /l*v 

“%TEMP%\DLOAgentInstall.log” 

For an installation with a basic interface but no option to cancel the installation, edit CmdLine in the 

SETUP.INI file as follows: 

Original: 

CmdLine=/qf DEFAULTMEDIASERVER=”Desktop3” LAUNCHCLIENT=”1” /l*v 

“%TEMP%\DLOAgentInstall.log” 

Modified: 

CmdLine=/qb! DEFAULTMEDIASERVER=”Desktop3” LAUNCHCLIENT=”1” /l*v 

“%TEMP%\DLOAgentInstall.log” 

10.  Client Use 
Depending on what is being backed up especially large PST files, initial client backup can be time 

consuming and CPU intensive. If possible, this should be done when the end user is not using their 

machine. Initial backups are recommended over the corporate network and not over BOI. Memory 

consumption is entirely dependent on backup set selection and can vary significantly. It is usually highest 

at the beginning of a backup during scanning and tapers off during backup file transfer. DLO runs as a 

normal priority thread and DLO does not significantly impact performance of other applications.  

The DLO client interface should only be opened when you need to restore files or modify your selections.  

When using synchronization, client clocks should be accurate and should be synchronized and the regional 

settings should reflect their correct locale.  

For best PST message handling performance, Outlook should be set up so that email is delivered first to 

the server and not directly to a local PST file. If mail is delivered directly to your PST file, all mails received 

need to be backed up by DLO. This process can impact users when they first log on and run Outlook, and 

all new mails are delivered to the PST file.   
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10.1 DLO Cache Folder 
DLO is configured to protect specific files. These files are first moved to the DLO cache folder on the Client 

and then are transferred to the DLO Storage Server.    

The default location of the DLO cache folder is C:\Users\<user>\AppData\Local\Symantec 

The DLO cache folder can be changed from the default to a drive that has more free space. If DLO is 

configured to keep zero revisions locally, it will leave a zero byte file in the DLO cache folder.  

File revision setting is configured in the Profile on the DLO Administration Server.  

10.2 Deploying DLO 
Most organizations use the standard DLO Deployment with the default Profile. For more information 

about the process, refer to the Symantec Desktop and Laptop Administrator's Guide.  

The basic process is as follows: 

1. Install Symantec DLO. 

2. Launch Symantec DLO Administration Console. 

3. Use the DLO configuration wizard to do the following: 

a. Set a Recovery Password. 

 Note: The recovery password enables you to retrieve encrypted data that would otherwise be 

lost if the DLO database is damaged or corrupted. If this password is lost or forgotten, this data 

may be unrecoverable. 

b. Create one or more new Profiles (optional). 

c. Create a storage location on the file server to store DLO backup files. 

d. Create one or more automated user assignments to automatically assign desktop users to 

a Profile and storage location when they install DLO. 

4. Make any required customization to the Profiles. 

5. Install the Desktop Agent on desktop computers. 

When the DLO Administration Console is launched for the first time, the Recovery Password Wizard 

appears. You must set a recovery password using this wizard or DLO will not run. The recovery password 

enables you to retrieve encrypted data that would otherwise be lost if the DLO database is damaged or 

corrupted. Once set, this recovery password can only be changed using DLO command-line interface tools. 
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11. Administrator Management  

11.1 Delegating Tasks  
The administrator can create multiple administrators with full or restricted privileges and choose to 

delegate routine administrative tasks to them. 

For more information, refer Managing Administrator Accounts of Symantec Desktop and Laptop 

Administrator’s Guide. 

11.2 Usage of Dashboard  
The administrator can have a regular monitoring of the status of client backups by checking Backup Status 

Chart and taking necessary actions on the agents as and when required. It is suggested that the 

administrator leverage on the information on DLO versions from the Distribution of Computers - DLO 

Versions chart to plan and execute client updates. 

11.3 Usage of Reports  
A regular monitoring of the client backups can also be achieved by regularly running the Last Successful 

Backup Time Report. 

11.4 Basic Troubleshooting  
The DLO Diagnostic Utility can be run from the server and client sides periodically to check the DLO 

System health. In case of failures in terms of backups, restores and other connectivity failures, we suggest 

using the Diagnostic utility to narrow down and identify the root cause of the issues. 

For more information, refer Symantec DLO Diagnostic Tool of Symantec Desktop and Laptop 

Administrator’s Guide. 

12.  Best Practices for Cloud Storage  
There are two possible deployments of AWS Storage Gateway. The AWS Storage Gateway can be run 

either on-premises, as a virtual machine appliance, or in AWS, as an Amazon EC2 instance. It is however 

recommended to have AWS Storage Gateway deployed on-premises to experience seamless data 

transfers. For more information on the deployment, refer to the document 

SymantecDLO_Storage_in_Cloud.pdf. 
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1. Introduction 


Symantec DLO has been qualified to write data to the Amazon Storage Gateway, which is an AWS service 


that provides cloud based storage to an on premise software appliance. So far, the DLO components 


have all been deployed on premise, but with this recent qualification, the storage components- DLO 


Storage and Dedupe Storage of DLO 7.6 and above can be hosted on the cloud as illustrated below. The 


other DLO components will still remain on premise on the corporate network. 


 


This document provides the details of this recent qualification and provides the steps of deploying the 


storage components using AWS Storage Gateway. 
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2. AWS Storage Gateway Deployment 


2.1 Introduction 


The AWS Storage Gateway is a service connecting an on-premises software appliance with cloud-based 


storage to provide seamless and secure integration between an organization’s on-premises IT 


environment and AWS’s storage infrastructure. The service enables you to securely store data to the 


AWS cloud for scalable and cost-effective storage.  


The Gateway-Cached Volume configuration supported by AWS Gateway has been considered and 


discussed in this document. In this configuration, the primary data is stored in Amazon Simple Storage 


Service (Amazon S3) while the frequently accessed data is retained locally on premise.  This 


configuration provides low-latency access to your frequently accessed data, minimizes the need to scale 


your storage on-premises and provides substantial cost savings on primary storage. 


2.2 Requirements 


Refer the link Requirements       for information on the Supported Hypervisors, Supported iSCSI Initiators, 


Hardware, Storage and Network before deploying AWS Storage Gateway. 


Note: The above requirements are common for both the deployments.  


2.3 Deployment Configurations 


You can choose to run AWS Storage Gateway either on-premises, as a virtual machine (VM) appliance, 


or in AWS, as an Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) instance. Two possible deployments of AWS 


Storage Gateway have been discussed below. 


 


 


 


 



http://docs.aws.amazon.com/storagegateway/latest/userguide/Requirements.html
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2.3.1 Deployment 1 – Architecture 


You can deploy your gateway on a host in your on-premises data center. The hypervisors that AWS 


Storage Gateway supports is mentioned in the Requirements       link. 


Note: The on premises deployment considered in this document is in VMware ESXi Hypervisor. 


 


 


2.3.2 Deployment 2 – Architecture 


You can deploy your gateway on an Amazon EC2 instance to provision iSCSI storage volumes on AWS. 


AWS Storage Gateway provides an Amazon Machine Image (AMI) that contains the gateway VM image. 


 



http://docs.aws.amazon.com/storagegateway/latest/userguide/Requirements.html
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2.3.3 Recommended Deployment 


It is recommended to have AWS Storage Gateway deployed on premises (Deployment 1) to experience 


seamless data transfers compared to having it deployed in AWS (Deployment 2) to avoid perceived 


latency due to internet connectivity speeds. 


Note: Both the above deployments require a machine configured as an iSCSI Initiator (to mount Storage 


volumes created in AWS) in corporate network and a VPN connectivity should be established between 


the Initiator and the AWS VPC network.  


For more information on the deployment of Gateway Cached Volume refer Gateway-Cached Volume 


Architecture, this will give a detailed explanation of the Gateway cached Volume architecture and the 


two different deployments in it. 


 


3. Deployment 1: Deploying on-premises AWS Storage Gateway 
 


3.1 Introduction 


This section contains details about the deployment of an on-premises AWS gateway cached volume as 


a VM appliance in VMWare ESXi server. 


3.2 Pre-requisites 


Refer Configuring a VMware ESXi Host for AWS Storage Gateway for basic information on setting up 


the virtualization host before deploying the gateway. 


3.3 Deployment Steps 


Refer Deploy a VM and Activate the Gateway for deploying on-premises Gateway Cached Volume. This 


covers activation of the hosted VM image, further configuration with respect to adding local disks (cache 


and buffer), storage volumes in AWS and finally connecting to these volumes from an iSCSI Initiator. 


Refer to the link Troubleshooting On-Premises Gateway Issues for issues that you might encounter while 


working on-premises gateways.  


Having deployed the AWS storage gateway, refer to the section on DLO configuration for creating DLO 


storage locations and testing the setup. 


Note: The DLO Configuration steps are the same for both the deployments. 



http://docs.aws.amazon.com/storagegateway/latest/userguide/storage-gateway-cached-concepts.html

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/storagegateway/latest/userguide/storage-gateway-cached-concepts.html

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/storagegateway/latest/userguide/storage-gateway-cached-concepts.html

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/storagegateway/latest/userguide/AppendixConfigureHost.html

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/storagegateway/latest/userguide/GettingStartedDeployAndConfigureVM-common.html

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/storagegateway/latest/userguide/GatewayTroubleshooting.html
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4. Deployment 2: Deploying new gateway on the EC2 instance 


4.1 Introduction 


This section contains details about deploying Gateway Cached Volume as an EC2 instance. AWS Storage 


Gateway provides an Amazon Machine Image (AMI) that contains the gateway VM image. 


4.2 Deployment Steps 


1. Open the AWS management Console, click on the Services and select Storage Gateway option.  


 


2. Select the second option deploy a new Gateway on the Amazon EC2. 


 


3. Refer Amazon EC2 Gateway for activation of gateway and further deployment steps. 


 



http://docs.aws.amazon.com/storagegateway/latest/userguide/ec2-gateway-common.html
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4. Once the deployment is done, a confirmation message of successful creation of Gateway Cached 


Volume will be displayed as below. 


 


 


5.  After the creation of storage gateway, next we mount the storage volumes created in AWS from an 


on-premises machine configured as iSCSI Initiator. 


6.   Refer to the below pre-requisites before configuring an iSCSI Initiator. 


 Have a VPN client installed in the initiator to connect to a VPN server installed in VPC network. 


 Ensure that VPN connectivity is established between on-premises iSCSI Initiator and VPC network. 


7.  Refer Connect Your Volumes to Your Windows Client to configure and mount the required storage 


volumes via the iSCSI Initiator. 


Refer to the link Troubleshooting Amazon EC2 Gateway Issues for issues that you might encounter 


working with your gateway deployed on Amazon EC2. 


Having deployed the AWS storage gateway, refer to the section on DLO configuration for creating DLO 


storage locations and testing the setup. 


Note: The DLO Configuration steps are the same for both the deployments. 


  



http://docs.aws.amazon.com/storagegateway/latest/userguide/GettingStartedAccessVolumes.html

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/storagegateway/latest/userguide/EC2GatewayTroubleshooting.html
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5. DLO Configuration 


There are two parts to be considered in the DLO configuration as mentioned below. 


1.   Create the required DLO storage locations by providing the path of locally mounted storage volumes 


(iSCSI Initiator) 


2.   Write/Read data to and from these volumes by backing up and restoring the data from DLO Agent. 


Both of the parts have been discussed in detail below. 


5.1 Creating DLO Storage Locations in the mounted volumes:  


5.1.1 Pre-requisites 


 Test the Gateway Cached Volume setup. Refer Test the Setup for a Gateway-Cached Volume to 


confirm whether the created Gateway Cached Volume setup is proper. 


 Make sure all the DLO components are installed prior to creating these storage locations. 


5.1.2 Creating a Dedupe Storage Location 


1. On the DLO Administration Console, right-click the Dedupe Server name and select Manage. 


2. In the Manage Dedupe Server wizard, click on Dedupe Storage Pool tab and click Add as shown in 


the figure below.  


 


3. Now, click Dedupe Storage Location tab and select the created Dedupe Storage Pool from the list 


and click Add to add a Dedupe Storage Location to the pool. 


4. In the Dedupe Storage Location wizard, create a new share by clicking ‘+’ button next to the path 


field. 


 


 



http://docs.aws.amazon.com/storagegateway/latest/userguide/GettingStartedTestGatewayCached.html

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/storagegateway/latest/userguide/GettingStartedTestGatewayCached.html
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5. In the Create New Share wizard, either browse and select the machine name or manually enter the 


hostname/IP of the iSCSI Initiator Client machine. In the path field enter a DSL path to be created 


and click Create. 


6. Provide a relevant domain user name and password and click OK to create a DSL. 


 


5.1.3 Creating a DLO Storage Location 


1. On the DLO Administration Console, in the Settings pane, right click Storage locations and select 


New Storage Location. 


2. In the New Storage Location wizard, browse and select the Computer (iSCSI Initiator), provide the 


path of the storage location (you can provide a new path or any existing shared path in the iSCSI 


local volume), storage location name, check the Assign Dedupe Storage Location option. 


3. Here Dedupe Storage Location can be either assigned automatically or manually. Selecting 


Automatic Mode will create a SL in the same share as the DSL. Selecting Manual Mode, will allow 


one to associate a required DSL from the drop down to this SL. 


4. Click OK to create a Storage Location.  
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5.2 Testing the setup through Backup and Restore from DLO Agent 


5.2.1 Pre-requisites 


 Configure DSL, SL, Profile, AUA settings in the DLO Administration Console. 


 Install the DLO Agent prior to performing read/write tasks to the designated DLO Storage 


Locations. 


5.2.2 Steps 


1.   Launch the DLO Agent and verify the backup of few files (as present in Backup Selection). 


2.   Restore them from DLO Agent and verify if all the backed up files have been successfully restored. 
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